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Why We're Here
I believe that the best way to encourage 
others to follow their dreams is to start 
living them yourself.  My dream was to 
travel and I am proud to say that I have 

followed that dream quite literally around 
the world. 

After treading through over 50 countries 
over the past 5 years I became incredibly 
driven to share not only the beauty that I 
discovered all around the world but also 

the feelings of confidence and freedom that 
travel inspires.

 
Kalisi is here to create 

wearable art inspired by 
travel to encourage others 

to follow their dreams. 



Origin Story
A few years ago, I volunteered at a girls’ orphanage in Peru. 
I remember heading into the mountains feeling incredibly 
excited but also incredibly unprepared. I’d be teaching art, a 
talent I learned from my father as a child. One of the first things 
the girls asked me was what a real princess looked like.  They 
wanted to know what she wore, the color of her hair; they 
wanted to be princesses themselves! And let’s be honest, who 
doesn’t?  Suddenly I understood that we all have an inner 
princess, an inner God or Goddess; they are our best selves.  
Watching the girls, I decided I wanted to empower their inner 
Goddesses to step out into the world, and all of ours too.

Not long after, I realized that empowerment is a mindset, a 
self-assurance that we must choose on a daily basis.  The first 
time I put on a kaftan I felt that self-assurance.

In that moment, I learned that clothing can 
powerfully transform us not only physically 
but also mentally and emotionally: it can be 

empowering.   

Without hesitation, I left my Business Intelligence career 
behind, trading it in to build my first fashion brand, one covered 
in artwork inspired by the incredible beauty found across the 
world.  

Three years later, I am proud to be able to introduce you to the 
realization of that inspiration: Kalisi.



Our Offerings
Kalisi’s launch line includes:

Four Prints

Three styles

Each style is multi-wear and is created in 
machine washable, wrinkle-free, fast drying 
poly-chiffon. All styles are one-size-fits-most for 
maximum ease and flexibility.

Each print is inspired by a different country

Our launch line honors New Zealand, India, 

Peru and Zimbabwe

Full length,wide neck Kaftan

Full length reversible Maxi dress

High-low Kimono with crystal detailing



Soliwe
Soliwe is inspired by Zimbabwe.  The design is all about embracing your 
royalty by being as fearless and elegant as an African queen, and a little bit 
badass too.

Encountering Africa is truly something magnificent.  The vast landscapes, incredible 
wildlife and vibrant cultures and people create an environment almost unknown to the city 
soul.  Our first design in tribute to this amazing place honors one of the strongest symbols of 
African beauty and strength, the dashiki centerpiece.  It is surrounded by native prints, dyed 
the royal color purple and named for Soliwe, who is one feisty mama! She guided our Kalisi 
founder and 24 other unsuspecting travelers around the southern tip of the African continent 
for weeks on end and she deserves every bit of this bold design.

FEARLESS AND STRONG

Soliwe Maxi Soliwe Kimono Soliwe Kaftan



Aroha
Aroha is inspired by New Zealand.  Aroha means love and is a depiction of 
love for nature and freedom; two of the most defining characteristics of the 
beautiful island nation from which she hails.

A WORLD OF LOVE 
Aroha's name is bestowed from New Zealand's first inhabitants, the Maori: aroha is their 
word for love.  The Maori have always loved and respected the beautiful nature that 
surrounded them; to this day, they still do. As tribute to this heritage, our design attempts to 
embody the love of the land through weaving striking blue hues throughout, reminiscent of 
the bright blue coves dotting the Abel Tasman coastline. She is then decorated with tradition-
al Maori symbols and big beautiful feathers representing the country’s untouched environ-
ment and sacred wildlife.  The wide-open wings flanking the central mandala complete the 
design symbolizing freedom, bravery and a little bit of wild from this far away land.

Aroha Maxi Aroha Kimono Aroha Kaftan



Amba is our tribute to India and her Hindu mysticism, whose 
relationship with energy and the universe simply enchants us.

This design is dedicated to the mother goddess Durga, also known as Amba, protector of the 
universe.  The inspiration was drawn from India's ceremonial henna, which through its 
temporary nature encourages us to cherish the present moment.  The henna is laid over some 
of the most ancient paintings in Rajasthan, which reminds us conversely to appreciate and 
respect our heritage.  The large centerpiece necklace is incorporated with respect to the 
Hindu cultural belief that it will protect your heart and encourage you to stay connected to it, 
always acting from a place of love.  

THE UNIVERSE WITHIN

Amba

Amba Kaftan Amba Maxi Amba Kimono



Kelia
Kelia was inspired by Peru.  It is our tribute to the Incan moon Goddess and 
is also an everlasting reminder of the importance of playfulness in our lives.

Named after the Incan goddess of the Moon, Kelia's intricate design weaves the ancient 
Quechua symbols for the moon amidst traditional prints created and worn by Peru's women 
and children to this day.  The silver tears surrounding the neckline are depictions of the tears 
the Goddess rained down on the earth to nurture it.  The token bright pink is a memory of the 
little girls in Cusco, playing in the streets, baby llamas tucked under their arms and bring 

MOON GODDESS

Kelia Kaftan Kelia Maxi Kelia Kimono



www.facebook.com/kalisilove
www.instagram.com/@kalisi_love

kali@kalisi.love
+1 702 635 5970
www.kalisi.love

LAS VEGAS, NV 


